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0 of 0 review helpful This Last Judgement Against All Things Unpretty By Jason Brown What do you know about 
Renaissance art Narrowing down how about Michelangelo Buonarroti Don t know Well this book was educationally 
informal about this particular artist most especially about the history behind one of his most regarded paintings The 
Last Judgement Add the history of that then controversial painting with ficti The city of Lehigh West Virginia faces 
the insidious threat of a sadistic cult bent on eliminating all unpretty things in the world A bomb goes off at the 
Conklin Art Gallery killing eight people associated with a unique Michelangelo exhibit being shown there The only 
person who may have seen the bomber is Hummingbird Collins an aspiring artist who works down the street from the 
gallery But she soon starts receiving ominous cassette recordings of a ram About the Author Sharon Carter Rogers is 
the pseudonym for a former English teacher who now works full time writing fiction Her debut novel Sinner released 
from RiverOak Publishing an imprint of David C Cook in 2007 Unpretty from Howard 200 
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